
When I first became interest-
ed in archery many years
ago the term “release”

meant letting the bowstring slip
smoothly from your fingers. Today the
term “release” has an entirely different
meaning. As I sit at my computer
putting the finishing touches on this
feature a yellow Commonchero
release is sitting on my desk. What the
heck, you might ask is a
Commonchero release?  Well unless
you are like me and are older than dirt
chances are you have never seen one.

The Commonchero release was
an all plastic thumb release with
what seemed like a two inch trigger
travel and required two men and a
boy to get it to go off. The
Commonchero was the first release I
offered to the customers of my
archery shop many years ago and all
kidding aside it was actually well
designed for the time. However like
the old Virginia Slims cigarette
advertisement says, “You’ve come a
long way baby”. 

While some release manufactur-
ers have taken the high road with
intricate technical designs several
others are using the same basic
design they introduced a number of

years ago which have a proven track
record and like the old Timex watch
commercial said, “It takes a licking
and keeps on ticking.” Forgive me for
these old advertising references; I
must be having a senior moment.

With so many excellent releases
to choose from ArrowTrade recently
talked to several manufacturers to
gain an in-depth view of not only
their products and features but

about the thought process they use
when designing a new release. 

PRO RELEASE
“Releases are a good example of

nothing new under the sun,” laughed
Garry Todd, President of Pro Release.
“While I was doing patent research,
years ago, I was shocked to see how
many old releases were actually on
record. One of the earliest patents I

discovered was dated
1890 for a caliber
release. However the
release itself dates
back to the Aztec
Indians and archery
releases were actually
used in some form by
most of the cultures
that used the bow and
arrow. The Turks, who
were noted for their
archery skill, used a
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The Commonchero release pictured here
was one of the earliest commercially-
made releases. The all plastic thumb trig-
ger release clipped directly to the string
and even had an adjustment for trigger
travel. Although crude by today’s stan-
dards it was high tech for the time period.
Actually ahead of its time it disappeared
from the market because archers were not
ready to accept the release concept.

Pro Release’s Silver Bullet is a caliber release that can be shot
directly off of the string serving but is loop friendly. All Silver
Bullet Release heads rotate and have adjustable triggers.
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thumb ring with which they pinched
the bowstring between their thumb
and index finger. The ring allowed for
a smooth release by simply relaxing
the pressure of the index finger.”

“Like many bowhunters of the
time I found many of the early releas-
es difficult to use for hunting,” said
Todd. “I kept trying to think of a better
way to hold and release the string. My
original idea came from the quick dis-
connect snap-on fittings commonly
used on pneumatic or air driven tools.
These connections consist of spring
loaded balls that snap into a detent in
the mating connector. Two spheres or
balls placed together will always make
contact at only one point. I felt this
feature would allow me to positively
hold the bowstring during the draw
but release it quickly and cleanly with
the least amount of interference. This
concept gave birth to the Trophy
Hunter Release in 1981.”

“The ball bearing action of the
Trophy Hunter ensures smooth action
and a perfect release every time with
no bias on the string,” explained Todd.
“Since 1981 Pro Release has added
numerous release designs and mod-
els, including wrist straps, pistol grips,
conchos and junior versions, allowing
the shooter to select the design that
best suits his personal preference.”

“The Trophy Hunter design was
so efficient that many of our cus-
tomers are still shooting their original
Trophy Hunters,” explained Todd. “As
a matter of fact the Trophy Hunter is

listed in the Genesis World Book of
Records for the most non-stop arrows
shot in a 24 hour period. While raising
money for the Vermont Cancer
Society in September of 1990 Albert F.
Burnor used a Trophy Hunter to shoot
4,200 arrows in a row without a single
failure.”

With the growing popularity of
string loops Pro Release is now offer-
ing the Silver Bullet Release. The Silver
Bullet is a caliber release that can be
shot directly off of the string serving
but is loop friendly. All Silver Bullet
Release heads rotate and feature
adjustable triggers. The Silver Bullet is
made from stainless steel and alu-
minum and features jaws that move
simultaneously to minimize string
interference and increase accuracy.
All components of the Silver bullet are
machined to extremely high toler-
ances to ensure quality and trouble-
free performance. “Here at Pro
Release we are excited about the Silver
Bullet because it works like a Rolex
but is built like a Humvee,” laughed
Todd. See the complete line of Pro
Releases at www.prorelease.com or
call (586) 792-1410. 

STAN RELEASES
Stanislawski is one of the oldest

names in releases and their triggerless
back tension releases paved the way
for decades of wins and perfect scores
among target shooters. In 2001
Copper John Corporation, well known
for their excellent bow sights, pur-

chased Stanislawski with the intent of
expanding its product line.

The original Stanislawski design is
reflected in the Micro III and the
MagMicro is a modern remix of the
original Stan 4 Finger model. However
not one to rest on its laurels Copper
John began to look for ways to
improve what already was an excel-
lent product.                                   

“We got our engineers and several
pro shooters together and asked a
simple question,” said Al Coon,
Northeast Sales Manager, Tech
Support and Customer Service
Manager for Copper John. “If you
could have anything you wanted in a
release what would it be?”

“After some extensive brain-
storming we came up with a list of
desirable features,” Coon continued.
“We felt the ideal release should be
one that is ergonomically correct,
comfortable and could be easily
adjusted to fit the shooter’s hand to
eliminate induced stress in the hand
and forearm. We also wanted to elimi-
nate the need to disassemble the
release to change tension springs. No
travel should be detectable in the trig-
ger and the release should be able to
be used as either a trigger or a back
tension release.”

“That seemed like a pretty tall
order but after some intensive work
by our engineers we developed the
SuperX which incorporate all those
features and has become the highlight
of our line,” Coon explained. “The
SuperX comes in both three and four
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The Micro III from Stan took pure back
tension releases to a new level. The
Micro’s ultra fine release speed adjust-
ment is made easy with the simple turn of
a screw. The shooter can never lose con-
trol of the adjustment allowing the release
to be easily tweaked to just the right
speed to match the shooters rhythm.

The Eagle release by Stan is a wrist strap
release designed with the hunter in mind.
The shooter uses a combination of back
tension and a middle finger trigger to fire
the release. Its design works well for
shooters that have problems with flinch-
ing, anticipation or freezing on the target.

Stan’s SuperX series of releases feature a
multiple position thumb trigger. The trig-
ger can be adjusted for tilt, position and
thumb angle. The SuperX is infinitely
adjustable for trigger weight and travel
without the need to change springs or dis-
assemble the release.



finger versions and is offered in medi-
um and large sizes to fit the shooter’s
hand. Featuring a thumb trigger the
position of the trigger is fully
adjustable in projection, tilt and
thumb angle allowing for a custom fit.
This means the shooter can adjust the
release to the natural position of his
hand thus eliminating induced
release hand tension which could
affect the shot. The trigger is infinitely
adjustable for trigger weight and trav-
el without the need to change springs
or disassemble the release.”

While the SuperX can be used as a
thumb operated fire on command
release with a slight change in tech-
nique it can also be used as a tension
release. To get that pure back tension
feel the shooter simply places his
thumb against the trigger and then
increases back pressure. The resulting
action will cause the slight movement
of the release to press against the
shooters thumb causing it to fire. It
operates as a mechanical release
either way but the slight change in
technique turns it from a command
release to a surprise release.  

In addition to all of its outstand-
ing features the SuperX has the same
geometry as the Micro III and
MagMicro pure back tension releases
in the Stan line allowing the shooter to
switch between the pure back tension
and mechanical releases while having
the same physical feel in the hand.
This consistency in the design
throughout Stan’s release line offers
the shooter a wide variety of choices
while maintaining the same physical
feel, comfort level, shooting style and
pressures regardless of the release
chosen.

Rounding out the Stanislawski
line is the Eagle wrist strap release

which can be used for
either target or hunting.
The Eagle uses back ten-
sion in unison with a mid-
dle finger trigger. The wrist
strap keeps the release
close at hand while making
it easy to draw the heavier
weight hunting bows. For
more information on
Stanislawski releases visit
www.stanislawski.com and
for information on Copper
John products see
www.copperjohn.com.
Both can be contacted at
(315) 258-9269.

COBRA
Cobra, well known for it’s quality

line of sights and archery accessories,
has been producing hunting releases
for over 20 years. Cobra offers releases
in a wide variety of styles at affordable
price points allowing the customer to
choose the model that best fits their
budget and shooting style. Cobra
offers both full size and “Junior” mod-
els for those shooters with a smaller
hand size. Cobra’s E-Z Adjust release
models allow the length of the release
to be adjusted by the use of a thread-
ed aluminum tube which acts as the
connection between the release head
and the wrist strap. This feature allows
the shooter to customize the fit to the
size of their hand.   

The newer Mamba series of
releases offered by Cobra have a
smaller more compact design mean-
ing less material and therefore less
weight. The Mamba comes either as a
single caliber or dual caliber both with
polished jaws to eliminate serving
wear. Both have full feature rotating

heads, adjustable triggers and E-Z
length adjustments. The Mambas
have adjustable padded wrist straps
designed for comfort and to evenly
distribute the stress involved when
drawing the heavier bow weights nor-
mally associated with hunting.

Cobra’s Swing Away feature found
on the Mamba series and the Swing
Away E-Z Adjust Pro Caliper allow the
release head to flip backwards and be
positioned along the wrist and fore-
arm of the shooter. This feature is
great when it is necessary to get the
release out of the way to perform
some other task such as climbing in
and out of a treestand, etc. 

All Cobra releases come with a
lifetime warranty. Check out Cobra’s
web site at www.cobraarchery.com or
call (800) 352-6272 to learn more
about Cobra’s complete line and more
detailed information on its releases.

T.R.U. BALL
When glancing through a T.R.U.

Ball catalog it is easy to be over-
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The Mamba series of releases offered by Cobra have a smaller more compact design meaning less
material and less weight. The Mamba comes either as a single jaw or dual caliber (at top) with pol-
ished jaws to eliminate serving wear. These have both the Swing Away and E-Z Adjust features.

T.R.U. Ball’s popular Copperhead Glove for the hunter
reflects the same attention to design detail as T.R.U.
Ball’s complete line of high end target releases.
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whelmed with the variety of back ten-
sion and mechanical releases offered.
A seemly endless variety of release
styles with different head options and

configurations seem to leap from
each page and the question that
comes to mind is, “Which is the best
release and on what is that design
based.”  

For the answer to that question
ArrowTrade turned to Greg Summers,
President of T.R.U. Ball. “Nothing in a
release should cause any torque to be
induced into the bow upon the shot,”
stressed Summers. “The more twist or
stress that is transmitted into the con-
nection between the release and the
string loop or the bow string the more
pressure and torque are induced into
the shot. What works indoors on a flat
floor might not work outdoors on
uneven ground. What works for one
archer may not work for another.”

“When we design a new release
we seek the input of the end user, the
archer,” explained Summers.
“Professional archers provide us with
a lot of valuable information. These
shooters’ skills are honed to the point
that they feel the slightest difference
in the physical feel of the release as
well as the function of the design. If

we can satisfy the demands of the pro-
fessional shooters we will produce a
release that will increase the perfor-
mance of archers on all levels, both on
the target range and in the field. All of
our releases are designed to minimize
induced stress on the shot and this
means designing a release that fits the
shooter physically and also is compat-
ible with or adjustable to fit his shoot-
ing style.”

“The ball design that we incorpo-
rate into all of our jawed releases
allows the release jaws to open in the
direction of force when the trigger is
tripped,” Summers continued. “This
feature helps prevent any stresses that
have been induced from being trans-
mitted to the shot itself. Every angle,
radius, trigger position or string hook-
up configuration is designed with
only one purpose in mind, eliminat-
ing any outside influence, stress or
torque from affecting the shot in order
to ensure the maximum accuracy.”

T.B.U. Ball’s innovative thinking
lead to the development of the Sweet
Spot back tension release. The Sweet
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One of the new items for 2007 from T.R.U.
Ball is its ST 360 tournament release. The
no torque head can be adjusted and
locked down within its 360 degree adjust-
ment range. This allows the shooter to
adjust the head position to shooting style
eliminating the possibility of inducing
twisting torque into the loop at anchor.



Spot incorporates a “head-lock” fea-
ture that allows the shooter to draw
the bow without the dreaded fear
often associated with back tension
releases of hitting yourself in the
mouth during the draw as the release
lets go. The head on the Sweet Spot
“floats” during the draw eliminating
the possibility of a premature release.
Once anchored the shooter simply
depresses the thumb lever which
locks the head in place and the shot is
completed using the proper back ten-
sion techniques.

The No Torque head on T.R.U.
Ball’s new thumb release ST 360 is
designed to eliminate twisting torque
on rope loops when the shooter is at
their anchor. This feature ensures the
elimination of torque inducted stress
and provides ultimate accuracy. T.R.U.
Ball applies its dedication to torque
elimination to its hunting releases as
well as its target models. The
Copperhead Glove and Illuminator
Glove incorporate an adjustable

thumb trigger which allows the
hunter to adjust the trigger to the nat-
ural position of his thumb. This fea-
ture not only makes the release easier
to shoot and more comfortable to use
it also makes triggering the shot under
hunting pressures natural and auto-
matic. For information on T.R.U. Ball's
complete product line visit
www.truball.com or call (434) 929-
3864.

JIM FLETCHER ARCHERY
When it comes to releases

Fletcher is an old established name in
the archery industry. The Fletchmatic
release, a favorite with top tourna-
ment and 3-D shooters, first appeared
on the scene in 1975. The Fletchmatic
was followed in 1978 by the
Fletchunter, a single jaw caliper
release, designed primarily for hunt-
ing. The Fletcher’s unique “over-cen-
ter” linkage trigger system was simple
and efficient. Jim Fletcher originally
designed this “over-center” linkage to

eliminate the sear related problems
that were common with some early
release designs. However the design
preformed so well that it has
remained the heart of the Fletcher line
to this date. 

Although much of the basic
design has remained the same the
Fletcher release has evolved to keep
up with the needs of the shooter and
the use of the latest manufacturing
technology. “All of our releases are
manufactured to close tolerances to
ensure smooth operation and all wear
parts are heat treated to prevent
wear,” said Terry Harris, General
Manager for Fletcher. “In 2006
Fletcher introduced the Flat Head.
The scaled down Flat Head has the
same reliability as our legendary
Fletchunter but with a forward trigger
design. The forward trigger allows the
shooter to gain back valuable draw
length when using today’s popular
string loops.”

“New for 2007 is the Fletch Hook,”
continued Harris. “This loop-only
release features a roller system
designed specifically to release the
string loop smoothly and consistently
every time, providing the ultimate in
performance. The trigger is infinitely
adjustable from a hair trigger to a firm
heavy pull depending upon the style
of the shooter. The length of the Fletch
Hook release is adjustable to fit the
shooter’s hand and it is available in
either a deluxe Velcro or deluxe buck-
le wrist strap.”  

All Fletcher releases are backed
up with a lifetime warranty. For more
information on Fletcher releases
check out Fletcher’s web site at
www.fletcherarchery.com or call (760)
379-2589.

CARTER ENTERPRISES
“At Carter our approach to release

design is simple,” said Forrest Carter,
Shop Manager at Carter Enterprises.
“We want to ensure our releases make
the archer a better shooter either on
the target range or in the field. We
strive for design superiority and are
constantly looking for ways to
improve our products and ensure
they are of the finest quality. However
making the best release possible is
only part of our goal. Equally as
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Circle 124 on Response Card

Jim Fletcher designed the unique “over-
center” linkage trigger system still used on
models like the Fletchhunter Shorty at left.

Below, the Fletch Hook for string loops
features a roller system and forward trig-
ger design.
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important is the fact that the release
fits the shooter both physically and in
accordance with their shooting style.”

“To make sure that the archer can
find the release that best suits them
we offer a wide variety of release styles
and configurations,” continued
Carter. “While we offer many release
options, models like the Ember 1 and
Ember 2 also provide the shooter with
the ability to further customize a spe-
cific release to suit their personal pref-
erences. These models offer the
options of being set-up as a three-fin-
ger thumb trigger, four-finger thumb
trigger or a reversible ring-finger trig-
ger release. The Ember 2 also offers an
interchangeable spring tension sys-
tem for the ultimate in fine tuning.”

New for 2007 is Carter’s Evolution
Plus, the one you see the ape peering
through in the ads. The Evolution Plus
is a resistance activated release and is
perfect for obtaining proper shot exe-

cution. A resis-
tance activated
release is one that
releases or fires
when the resis-
tance is
increased. The
Evolution has a
safety that is held
down during the
draw preventing
the release from
firing. When at
full draw and
ready for shot
execution the
shooter simply
releases the safety
and applies
increased back
tension. The
resistance in the release builds as the
bow is drawn into the wall and the
release fires resulting in a “surprise

release”. Resistance
activated releases
do not require the
“back tension”

shooter to turn or twist the release.
The tripping of the release occurs with
the natural application of increased
back tension. 

Also new in Carter’s line-up for
2007 is the Hammer. The Hammer
design is based on the proven perfor-

Circle 195 on Response Card

Many of Carters releases feature its Interchangeable Tension
System, (I.T.S.). I.T.S. allows the shooter to easily change the ten-
sion spring inside of the release mechanism customizing the
release as to feel and adjustable weight range.

Scott’s IBEX is new for 2007. The
IBEX is a thumb trigger release
that features an interchangeable
tension plunger for fully-
adjustable trigger tension.

At right the redesigned Shark is
compact and features a wider
roller sear surface contact that
creates a smooth trigger pull. The
release also has a four-position
length adjustment, a forward
trigger and dual-jaw design that
is well suited for string loops.

The Carter Evolution Plus
fires as tension increases,
with no need to rotate the
handle as in traditional
back tension style releases.
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mance of the original Carter Hole
Thing. The Hammer has a newly
shaped casing that is more form fit-
ting to the hand with a thumb trigger
release and a new open hook design
created for quick and easy loading.

Specifically designed for hunters
Carter offers the Two Shot, Quickie 1,
Quickie 1 Plus and the Quickie 2 and
Quickie 2 Plus releases. These wrist
strap models offer the hunter a wide
selection of features. The Two Shot
has a triple sear design which allows
the pressures of the shot to be spread
out over six contact points instead of
the normal two. The Quickie 2 has a
reverse-pivoting self-closing hook
which prevents bowstring contact
with the archer’s face for improved
arrow flight. The Quickie Plus series
offers an Interchangeable Tension
System, (I.T.S.), for fast easy spring
changes. Carter also offers an infor-
mational DVD, Straight Talk From
Michael Braden which covers a variety
of shooting topics and it offers an
instructional DVD on the Evolution
Plus.

Find complete
information on
Carter's release line at
www.carterenterpris-
es.com or by phone at
(208) 624-3467.

SCOTT ARCHERY
Scott has been

manufacturing quali-
ty releases for almost
30 years. Scott offers a
wide assortment of
releases including
back tension, thumb
trigger, index finger
trigger, single and
double caliber jaws as
well as releases
designed specifically
for use with string
loops.

“At Scott we believe that releases
should be designed to stay current
with today’s every changing bow tech-
nology,” explained Brian Jones, Plant
Manager for Scott Archery. “We con-
stantly make improvements and
enhancements to all of our models to
ensure they are compact, user friend-
ly and are compatible with current
bow designs and shooting techniques.
For example our Shark model has a
totally new design. It is compact and
features a wider roller sear surface to
create the smoothest possible trigger
pull. It also offers a four-position
length adjustment and a forward trig-
ger allowing the shooter to gain draw
length. The jaws have an increased
radius to accommodate the sharper
string angles generated by today’s
shorter bows and string loops. Our
deluxe series releases also include the
choice of three different triggers
allowing the shooter to get the best

feel for his shooting style.”  
While Scott’s release line is pri-

marily aimed at the hunter in the last
several years interest in its target
releases has grown dramatically.
Scott’s Longhorn series features an
ergonomically correct back tension
design that distributes and balances
pressure across the shooter’s fingers
for comfort, control and accuracy. 

New for 2007 is Scott’s IBEX series.
The IBEX is a thumb trigger release
that has an interchangeable tension
plunger for fully adjustable trigger
tension. The release is complete with
different diameter thumb pegs which
are fully adjustable as to position
allowing the shooter to customize the
release for just the right feel. The IBEX
BT is a pure back tension version of
the IBEX mechanical version. This
allows the shooter to switch between
a trigger release and a pure back ten-
sion release both of which have an
identical feel. Learn more about
Scott’s complete line by calling (866)
224-6351 or by visiting its web site at
www.scottarchery.com. 

TRU-FIRE
Tru-Fire releases are 100 percent

American made and focus on the
hunter offering a wide variety of styles
and price points from which to
choose. Tru-Fire’s extensive line allows
the consumer to select the release that
suits personal preference and budget. 

Circle 116 on Response Card

Tru-Fires new Fold Back Buckle
system allows the shooter to fold
back the release in one simple step
freeing hands for pulling arrows or
climbing. The split ring connection
is spring loaded so the release
stays out of the way until needed
when it can be quickly and quietly
snapped back into position.

PHOTO BELOW: Tru-Fires Bulldog release
line offers Dual Position triggers for 2007.
These Dual Position Triggers allow the
user to position the trigger in its standard
position or move it one-half inch forward,
closer to the jaw.
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“Our aim is to keep it simple and
make sure Tru-Fire’s releases are con-
venient, easy to use and most impor-
tant give the hunter an opportunity to
improve their success,” said Steve
Tentler, President of Tru-Fire. “We
build quality into every release we
manufacture and our products carry a
lifetime guarantee.”

“For 2007 we have several new
and exciting features,” Tentler
stressed. “Our new Fold Back Buckle
allows the shooter to fold back their
release in one easy step and because it
is spring loaded the release stays in
place until it is needed again. This fea-
ture keeps the archer’s hands free for
pulling arrows, climbing to the tree
stand or glassing the area looking for
game. Simply snap the release for-
ward for instant use. It’s quick, easy
and quiet. Our Bulldog release now
has a Dual Position Trigger that allows
the user to put the trigger in the stan-
dard position or move it one half inch
closer to the jaw for increased draw
length. Also available on the Bulldog is
a spring loaded trigger which auto-
matically closes the jaws when the
trigger is released during loading. This
feature is similar to the operation of
Tru-Fire’s trigger on its popular
Hurricane model.”

“All of our Hurricane releases
have synchronized jaws ensuring that
both jaws open at the same time elim-
inating induced side torque that could
affect arrow flight,” explained Tentler.
“The Hurricane incorporates a self-
centering roller that makes it one of
the smoothest releases on the market.
As an added bonus the jaws and trig-
gers are Teflon coated for years of
trouble free service. The Hurricane’s
trigger is adjustable for pressure and it
is available with a wide selection of
wrist straps.”  Check out www.true-
fire.com or call (920) 923-6866 for
complete information on Tru-Fire
releases.

SPOT-HOGG
Spot-Hogg offers a series of

releases that incorporate the same
high quality and attention to detail for
which its line of high end bow sights is
well known. 

“New for 2007 Spot-Hogg has
introduced the Friday Night Special to

complement the popular Saturday
Night Special brought out in 2006,”
Josh Johnson, General Manager of
Spot-Hogg explained. “While every-
one wants a fast trigger there has
always been some concern with safe-
ty. However our unique trigger design
on these releases completely elimi-
nates that concern. Set them as ‘hot’
as you want and never fear a misfire.
The setting will not change until the

shooter decides to change it. The neck
on these ‘Specials’ has been kept short
to allow the shooter to stretch out
their draw length without changing
their anchor point. While both of
these releases can be used for hunting
or target they are intended only for
use with bows that have tied on D-
loops. The basic difference between

Spot-Hogg added the Friday Night
Special (at left) to its line for 2007. The
Friday Night Special like its companion
the Saturday Night Special (above) allows
the shooter to set his release as hot as
desired without fear of misfire due to its
trigger design. The Friday Night Special
features an open hook while the Saturday
Night’s is closed.

Circle 247 on Response Card
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the releases is the fact that the Friday
Night Special has an open hook and
the Saturday Night Special has a
closed hook.”  

Spot-Hogg also offers the Cascade
release which is a relaxation release.
Instead of depressing a thumb trigger
to fire the release the trigger on the
Cascade is depressed during the draw
and held depressed until the final
anchor is achieved. Once the shot is
set up relaxing thumb pressure releas-
es the arrow. Shooting a relaxation
release requires a different technique
that some archers who suffer from
target panic or can’t control “punch-
ing” the release find helpful. All of
Spot-Hogg’s releases feature con-
toured handles with sufficient materi-
al in critical areas to prevent the
release from biting into the shooter’s
hand making them comfortable to
shoot under all conditions. Learn
more about Learn more about Spot-
Hogg releases at www.spot-hogg.com
or by calling (888) 302-7768.

LOESCH ENTERPRISES
Loesch Enterprises produces cus-

tom bow grips and the popular True
Back Tension Release. As many
archers have found out the hard way
learning to shoot a back tension
release can be difficult if not painful if
the release goes off prematurely and
the shooter winds up hitting himself
in the mouth. The second common
problem that occurs when learning to
shoot a back tension release is that
many shooters simply “twist” the
release to fire the shot which does not
use proper back tension techniques
and simply substitutes one problem
for another. Loesch’s True Back
Tension Release promises to elimi-
nate all of these problems and when
used according to directions can help
the shooter “unlearn” many bad
habits related to back tension so they
can focus on proper shooting form.

The Loesch True Back Tension
Release can be used for both target
and hunting. The release has an
“always engaged” thumb safety that
allows the bow to be drawn without
fear of a premature release. Once the
archer is anchored and ready to shoot
he simply depresses the thumb safety
arming the release. With the safety off

drawing the bow straight back past
the valley increases the holding
weight slightly and causes the release
to fire. Releasing the thumb safety at
full draw returns the release to a safe
mode allowing the shooter to let-
down without fear of an unwanted
release. 

The point at which the release will
fire is completely adjustable and the
enclosed instructions provided with
the release are very thorough and
detailed making the release easy to set
up and use. The release comes with
three springs which allows it to be eas-
ily adjustable to a wide bow weight
range. The release is available in sev-

eral colors and in both a hand held
and wrist strap model.

To cure target panic and improve
shooting levels many archers are turn-
ing to back tension releases. The
Loesch True Back Tension Release is
specifically designed to make that
transition quick and easy. Check out
the Loesch True Back tension Release
at www.truebacktension.com or call
the firm at (713) 774-5098.

SUMMARY
While the wide variety of releases

available may at first seem over-
whelming it is important to remem-
ber that what they truly represent is a
tremendous amount of selling oppor-
tunities. Archers are constantly look-
ing for that slight edge that will put
them in the winners circle or help
them tag that big buck. Taking the
time to learn about the releases that
are on the market and being able to
explain their various features and
advantages to your customers will not
only help them make an informed
choice but will have them returning to
your shop for additional advice and
that is sure to produce future sales.
Fine tuning your knowledge of releas-
es on today’s market can help you hit
your profit target.

Editor’s Note: In addition to his
writing duties, John Kasun is an out-
door seminar speaker and a business
consultant with experience in corpo-
rations large and small. He can be
reached at 126 Hickory Lane,
Duncansville, PA 16635, by phone at
(814) 695-5784 or by email at
kasun@atlanticbb.net.

This antique unidentified release is one
of many in the release collection of Gary
Todd, President of Pro Release. It was
designed to be held vertically and trig-
gered with the thumb. Although it lacks
many of the desirable features found in
today’s most basic releases it does show
that the release concept is not new. I think
it is interesting to consider just how crude
the basic archery equipment was during
the time this release was developed.

The Losech True Back Tension
Release can be used for both target
and hunting. The release has an
“always engaged” thumb safety that
allows the bow to be drawn without
fear of a premature release.


